
Lucky
Count: 32 Wall: 4 Level: Intermediate / Advanced

Choreographer: Brianna Locke (USA) & Landen Lockhart (USA) - March 2023
Music: Lucky - Megan Moroney

*1 restart
*1 tag (16 counts) sequence performed twice
#4 walls with the whole sequence not including the tags and restart

Intro : start when the lyrics do (24 counts from start of music)

[1-8] Grapevine to the right, step left, scuff right, turn
1-4 step right step left behind, step out to the right, feet together
5-8 step left,1/4 turn and scuff with right foot, full turn over left shoulder facing the left wall (land

on right foot)

[9-16] toe swivel/hip bump x2, triple step, ½ turn pivot x2
1&2 toe swivel with right foot twice (add a little hip pop)
3&4 triple step- step back right, together, step right forward.
5&6 step forward left and ½ pivot
* The restart comes after the first ½ pivot within the 3rd sequence of 32 (there’s a break in the song where
she counts 1,2,3,4) *
7&8 step forward left and ½ pivot

[17-24]cross left out right ¼ turn, swing hitch, triple step
1&2 step/cross over right with left foot, step with right
3&4 step behind with left foot and step out to the right with right foot ¼ turning to the left.
5-8 hitch swing forward with your right foot hitching and crossing the left leg,,bring it back down

and triple step (step back right, left back together, right forward)

[25-32] bounce scoot turn, step corner stop x2
1,2,3&4 (bring feet together after triple step) scoot/ bounce with feet together 1/8 turn to the left x2, ¼

turn to the left in total
5-8 step forward corner with left foot bring foot together but stomp with right foot two times

RESTART ~ after the first pivot hold 4 counts then restart into the grapevine

FIRST TAG COMES RIGHT AFTER THE FIRST 32 COUNT .
SECOND TAG COMES AFTER THE 4th 32 COUNT.

Tag (16 counts) start both tags with the lyrics (pretty soon pretty soon)
[1-8]
1-4 shuffle to the right, step left behind right
5-8 shuffle to the left and full turn over right shoulder

[9-16]
1-4 stomp forward right, clap hands once. Stomp forward left clap once
5-8 kick and cross left front over right, step out right, step behind left, step out right, cross front

over
right with left, step out right.
(go right back into the beginning with the grapevine)
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